As on December 07, 2015

**Entry Terms for “Selfie with the Frozen family Contest”**

These entry terms (“Entry Terms”) to the contest known as ‘Selfie with the Frozen family Contest’ (“Contest”) conducted by Disney Broadcasting (India) Limited (“DBIL”) are in addition to the Global Terms of Use and the Supplemental Terms to the Global Terms of Use for India, Privacy Policy and the Addendum to Privacy Policy for India (collectively, “TOUs” which are available on www.disney.in). In the event of any conflict between the Entry Terms and the TOUs, the Entry Terms below shall prevail.

1. Entry to the Contest is open for adult residents in India only with a child/children between the age group of 4 (four) years to 14 (fourteen) years holding a valid passport with a minimum validity of 6 (six) months from 30 April, 2016 (except in the state of Tamil Nadu) (“Participants”). Only Participants who hold passports with a 10 year validity will be eligible to participate in the Contest. Further no handwritten or damaged passport holder will be eligible to participate. Participants may participate in the Contest during the Registration Period (as defined below) through a single entry in the manner as set out below. Directors, officers and employees of DBIL, participating sponsor(s) of the Contest or any of their respective affiliate companies, subsidiaries, agents, professional advisors, advertising and promotional agencies, associate vendors and immediate families of each are not eligible to enter the Contest. Winners of the ‘Jet Set Go’, ‘Jet Set Go 2’, ‘Jet Set Go 3’ and ‘Ticket to Disneyland’ contests conducted by Disney during the previous years are not eligible to enter the Contest.

2. Participation in the Contest shall be open and valid only on December 12, 2015 from 1200 hours to 1430 hours till the movie ends (“Contest Period”). DBIL may alter the duration of the Contest Period at its sole and absolute discretion.

3. Participants of the Contest may participate by taking a selfie during the premier of the movie “Frozen” on Disney channel (“Selfie”). The Selfie should include at least 1 child and one character from the Frozen movie. Participants are required to upload the Selfie on their Facebook page and tag “Disney India” on the picture.

**Winners.** There will be one family who shall be selected by DBIL as the winner at the end of the Contest Period on the basis of the first complete and correct Selfie uploaded in a manner as determined by DBIL at its sole and absolute discretion (“Winner”). Winner and his/her family (maximum 2 parents and 2 kids) shall be eligible for a trip to Hong Kong Disneyland (“Prize(s)” as set out in detail in Annexure A (attached below) and as determined by Disney in its sole and absolute discretion, subject to the terms set out herein. The Winner shall be required to furnish such information as required by DBIL for the purpose of verification of identity and availing of the Prize(s). At Disney’s sole and absolute discretion and subject to the execution of separate release letters by the Winners, Disney may film the Winners and use such filming on the Channel or any other channel owned and operated by Disney and/or its affiliates, in a manner as determined by Disney.

4. DBIL shall select the Winners in the manner provided for in Paragraphs 3 and 4. All decisions of DBIL shall be final and binding and no correspondence shall be entertained in relation to any decision made by DBIL in this regard.
5. The Participant agrees that the Participant’s entry to the Contest is subject to and is wholly compliant and consistent with the Facebook Terms of Service.

6. It is clarified that Facebook is not a sponsor of the Contest and Participants hereby release Facebook from all liability related to the Contest.

7. **Restrictions and Exclusions for Prize.** The Prize is non-transferable, may not be exchanged for cash. Prize(s) returned as undelivered or otherwise not claimed/availed within 7 (seven) days after delivery of notification shall be forfeited and may be awarded to an alternative Participant. DBIL reserves the right to substitute the Prize(s). The Prize(s) shall be awarded “AS IS” and WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, express or implied, (including, without limitation, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose). In the event the Winners do not accept or agree to these Entry Terms, the Prize shall remain with DBIL and DBIL, in its sole discretion may offer such Prize(s) to an alternative Participant.

8. **Taxes.** Disney shall be responsible for all taxes payable in relation to the Prize unless otherwise communicated to the Winners by Disney.

9. **Contest Rules.** The Winners shall be notified by email/private facebook message by Disney and/or its representatives on the Facebook profile used for participation in the Contest. To claim the Prize, Winners shall follow instructions as shall be communicated by Disney. Disney accepts no responsibility for any variation in the value of any Prize or any part thereof.

10. **Disclaimer.** DBIL, Facebook, or any of their respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, professional advisors, employees and agencies shall not be responsible for: (a) any late, lost, misrouted, garbled or distorted or damaged transmissions or entries; (b) telephone, electronic, hardware, software, network, Internet, or other computer- or communications-related malfunctions or failures; (c) any Contest disruptions, injuries, losses or damages caused by events beyond the control of DBIL; or (d) any printing or typographical errors in any materials associated with the Contest.

11. **Participant Information.** At the Participant’s option, the Participant hereby authorizes and consents to the use of Participant’s personal or sensitive personal information (“Data”) by DBIL including its affiliates, agents, advisors or subcontractors (“Authorized Entities”), for such lawful purposes as may be deemed necessary including for, distribution of any Prize to the Winners, if applicable, pursuant to these Entry Terms. Participant understands and acknowledges that (i) the Data is Participant’s personal or sensitive personal information as understood within the meaning of the applicable laws; (ii) Participant has voluntarily and at Participant’s option, agreed to provide the Data to the Authorized Entities for such lawful purposes as may be deemed necessary pursuant to these Entry Terms; and (iii) the Data shall or may be transferred by the Authorized Entities including its affiliates, agents or subcontractors, for such lawful purposes as may be deemed necessary pursuant to these Entry Terms. The use of the Data by DBIL shall be governed by the provisions of the global privacy policy including its addendum as applicable to Indian residents, available at www.disney.in. Participants agree and accept to be bound by the terms thereof.

12. **Miscellaneous.** Participants agree to be bound by these Terms and by the decisions of DBIL, which are final and binding in all respects. DBIL reserves the right to change these Entry Terms at any time,
in its sole discretion, and to suspend or cancel the Contest or any Participant’s participation in the Contest. Participants who violate the Entry Terms, tamper with the operation of the Contest or engage in any conduct that is detrimental or unfair to DBIL, the Contest or any other Participants (in each case as determined in DBIL’s sole and absolute discretion) are subject to disqualification. DBIL reserves the right to exclude Participants whose eligibility is in question or who have been disqualified or are otherwise ineligible to enter the Contest.

13. **General Release.** By entering the Contest, Participants indemnify DBIL, participating sponsors and any of their respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, directors, officers, employees and agencies from any liability whatsoever, and waive any and all causes of action, related to any claims, costs, injuries, losses, or damages of any kind arising out of or in connection with the Contest.

14. **Affidavit & Release.** As a condition of being awarded the Prize, Winners shall be required to execute and deliver to Disney a signed affidavit of eligibility and acceptance of these Entry Terms and any other documentation as Disney may require.

15. **Termination/Suspension.** Disney has the sole right to change, suspend, postpone, cease, close or terminate this Contest at any given point of time at its sole option and discretion.

16. **Copyright Notice.** The Contest and all accompanying materials are copyrighted by Disney. All rights reserved.

17. **Governing Law and Dispute Resolution.** These Entry Terms and the Contest are subject to the laws of India, and are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Mumbai.

18. None of the above paragraphs limits any other.
ANNEXURE A

a) For the sake of clarity, the Prize consists of an all-expense paid trip to Hong Kong Disneyland only for the Winner and the Winner’s immediate family members (Parents and a maximum of 2 (two) children in total) (collectively, the Family(ies)) and includes the following:

(i) In Mumbai: 4 meals for the Family which includes dinner service on the day prior to the international travel, breakfast, lunch and dinner service in Mumbai on the day of the international travel and (b) accommodation at a 3 (three) star hotel located in Mumbai on the day of the international travel. A day prior to the travel (may) be booked depending on the flight timings and connectivity to international flights. For the avoidance of doubt, the hotel shall be chosen at the sole discretion of Disney only (not applicable to any Winner(s) from the city of Mumbai).

(ii) Round trip flight tickets in economy class for the Family from their city of residence in India, prior to leaving for Hong Kong Disneyland (Note: not applicable to any Winner(s) selected from Mumbai). For the sake of abundant clarity, please note that the Family shall be provided travel arrangements only from the Winner’s city of residence. No travel or accommodation arrangements shall be provided to Winners who are residents of Mumbai (ii) Winners not residing in Mumbai but located at least 300 (three hundred) kilometers away from the city of Mumbai, shall be provided travel arrangements by train or road and accommodation (if required) at the sole discretion of Disney.

(iii) The trip is tentatively scheduled to take place in the month of Jan, 2016. Final dates will be communicated to the winner family post selection. The selection of travel dates will be done by Disney in its sole and absolute discretion.

(iv) Round trip ground transfers between Hong Kong International Airport and the Hong Kong Disneyland theme park.

(v) Accommodation in Hong Kong: Accommodation shall be provided for the Families in the Hollywood Hotel, near Hong Kong Disneyland during the trip. For avoidance of doubt, the hotel and accommodation arrangements at Hong Kong shall be chosen by Disney in its sole and absolute discretion.

(vi) Breakfast, lunch, evening snacks and dinner for all days of stay in Hong Kong Disneyland.

(vii) Entry ticket to the Hong Kong Disneyland theme park for the Families

(viii) The Prize or any part thereof may not be sold, traded, transferred, rescheduled or refunded or redeemed for cash.
(ix) Disney shall appoint a travel partner to facilitate the travel process to Hong Kong Disneyland. The Winners shall travel to Mumbai as per the schedule provided by Disney and/or its representatives including any authorized travel agencies. The schedule shall be determined by Disney at its sole and absolute discretion and no communication and/or changes shall be entertained in relation to the same.

b) Only Families that hold passports with a minimum validity of 6 (six) months shall be eligible to win the Prize. In the event the Family is unable to obtain the visa and all relevant permissions to avail Prize, Disney shall not be liable to provide the Prize or any part thereof to the Family. In such an event, it is hereby clarified that Disney shall not be liable to provide an alternative prize or any gratification to the Family or the Winner whatsoever.

c) The Family shall be required to obtain adequate national and international medical and health insurance policies from registered and authorized Insurance companies (at their own cost and expense), to avail Prize, and provide copies/evidence of the same to Disney prior to availing the Prize. In the event the insurance coverage amounts and grounds of insurance mentioned in the said insurance policies of the Family are not adequate and does not adequately cover conditions of diseases, physical and mental illness, injuries, and death of the Winners and their families travelling overseas, Disney may at the sole discretion instruct the Family obtain such medical and health insurance policies of adequate coverage. In the event Winner and/or the Family is unable to obtain adequate health and medical insurance policies to avail of the Prize, Disney shall not be liable to provide an alternative prize or any gratification to the Family or the Winner whatsoever.

d) Any and all additional expenses (except as stated herein above) of any nature incurred by the Family shall be borne by the Family alone and Disney shall not be liable to reimburse or bear any kind of expenses, payments, disbursements or reimbursements except as expressly provided herein.